AWARDS & SUBMISSIONS
$277 K
5 Awards Valued at $277 K
6 Proposals Submitted

GRANT EXPENDITURES
$337 K
Funds spent on personnel, supplies, and services.

TOP AWARDS
JOY RUMBLE
Assistant Professor, University of Delaware, $61,809, Determining antecedents to consumer acceptance of scientific information to develop educational approaches on gene-editing technologies

SCOTT SCHEER
Professor, Ohio FFA Foundation Inc., $117,008, Ohio State University and The Ohio FFA Camps Collaboration

TOP SPONSORS OF AWARDED GRANTS
Ohio FFA Foundation Inc. 42%
University of Delaware 22%
eXtension 15%
University of Arkansas 13%
National Institute of Food and Agriculture 7%

LEAN ON YOUR LAND-GRANT
As a land-grant institution, the College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences supports the industry by conducting research, training the next generation of agricultural leaders, and engaging stakeholders via OSU Extension.

CABLE STUDENT DELEGATE
Haley Wilson
At the Consortium for Advanced Bioeconomy Leadership Education (CABLE), Wilson presented on her research project, “Beyond the Billion Ton Report: A look into the financial, technical, and motivational barriers facing the bioeconomy.”